
T200A
Stereo In-Ear Headphones

Robust sound in featherlight package. 

Drawing on expertise learned from building some of the finest loudspeakers in the world, 

JBL engineers created lightweight, comfortable headphones that deliver signature JBL 

sound. The T200’s 9mm drivers generate high sensitivity, extended frequency response and 

PureBass Performance that is deep and powerful. So you hear the truth from your favorite 

music. And because we know headphones, like the music they deliver, are an extension of 

your personal style, JBL T200A’s are made with quality materials, come with a carrying pouch 

for easy storage and 3 pairs of silicone sleeves for comfort and convenience. In addition, 

there’s an in-line microphone that lets you manage your sound and calls without taking the 

headphones off.

Features 
 JBL Signature Sound

 On-the-go convenience 

 Lightweight, comfortable and made with care

 One-button universal remote with mic



JBL Signature Sound
JBL drivers deliver precise, powerful PureBass sound for an exceptional listening experience.

On-the-go convenience
A soft pouch allows to easily store the headphones when not in use and to safely carry them 
wherever you are going.

Lightweight, comfortable and made with care
Enjoying a comfortable listening experience even for extended time periods means you can take your 
music wherever you go. Made with quality material, they are durable and nice to look at.

One-button universal remote with mic
Answer and manage your calls effortlessly, with the touch of a button. Works with Android and iOS 
devices.
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What’s in the box:
1 pair JBL T200A headphones
3 sets of ear tips (S, M, L) 
1 Warranty and safety card
1 pouch

Technical Specifications
Driver size: 9mm
Frequency range: 20-22kHz
Impedance: 16Ω
Driver sensitivity: 95dB
Maximum SPL: 10mw
Rated power input: 4mw
Cable length: 1.3m
Plug: 3.5mm
Weight (g): 18


